Recent analyses have shown that a sequential fourth generation can be consistent with precision electroweak data. We consider the possibility that the new generation could be a mirror generation with V + A rather than V − A interactions. Specifically we consider an extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model with a light mirror generation (mirMSSM) . Implications of this extension are explored. One consequence is an enhancement of the tau neutrino magnetic moment by several orders of magnitude consistent with the current limits on the magnetic moment of the tau. The masses of the mirror generation arise due to electroweak symmetry breaking, and if a mirror generation exists its mass spectrum must lye below a TeV, and thus should be discovered at the LHC. Mirror particles and mirror sparticles produce many characteristic signatures which should be detectable at the LHC. Heavy higgs boson decays into mirror particles and an analysis of the forward-backward asymmetries can distinguish a mirror generation from a sequential fourth generation. The validity of the model can thus be tested at the LHC. A model of the type discussed here could arise from a more unified structure such as grand unification or strings where a mirror generation escapes the survival hypothesis, i.e., a generation and a mirror generation do not tie up to acquire a mass of size M GU T or M string due to a symmetry, and thus remain massless down to the electroweak scale.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent investigations have shown that a fourth generation is not ruled out by the precision electroweak data if it is heavy with masses in the few hundred GeV range (For recent works see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and for early works see [8, 9, 10] ). These investigations have typically assumed that the fourth generation is a sequential generation with V − A type interactions. However, an intriguing possibility exists that the new generation could be a mirror generation with V + A interactions. Mirror generations do arise in unified models of fundamental interactions [11, 12, 13, 14] , and thus it is natural that one consider the existence of a mirror generation. Normally one assumes the so called survival hypothesis [12] where with n f number of ordinary families and n mf number of mirror families, only n f − n mf (for n f > n mf ) remain light, and the remainder acquire GUT or string scale size masses. However, this need not always be the case. Indeed there are many escape mechanisms where residual symmetries in breaking at the string scale or GUT scale will keep some mirror families light while others become superheavy [15, 16] . Mixings between ordinary families and mirrors can arise from non-rernormalizable interactions after spontaneous breaking (see, e.g., [16, 17] ). Additional work on model building using mirrors can be found in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and further implications of mirrors are explored in [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] .
In this work we make the specific assumption that there is indeed a light mirror generation with masses below the TeV scale which would be accessible at the LHC. The assumption of a full mirror generation leaves the theory anomaly free. Essentially all of the analyses valid for a sequential fourth generation regarding consistency with the precision electroweak data and other constraints should be valid for a mirror generation and we assume this to be the case. The analysis we present here differs from previous works in many respects. First we propose an extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model with a full mirror generation which is light (mirMSSM), i.e., with masses below the TeV scale which will be accessible at the LHC. Such an extension is not considered in any of the previous works. Indeed most of the previous analyses are not in supersymmetric frameworks. Second we assume that the mixings of the mirror generation occur mostly with the third generation, and are negligible with the first two generations if they occur at all. With this assumption, the V − A structure of the weak interactions for the first two generations remains intact, while the third generation can develop a small V + A component. Current data on the third generation do not necessarily rule out this possibility.
If a mirror generation exists, it would be discovered at the LHC with the same amount of luminosity as for the a sequential fourth generation which is estimated to be 50f b −1 . A mirror generation will lead to interesting and even dramatic multilepton and jets signatures which can discriminate between a mirror generation and a sequential fourth generation.
Further, tests of the mirror generation can come from the decay of the heavy Higgs and via measurements of the forward -backward asymmetry. Another effect of the mixings of the mirror generation with the third generation is on magnetic moments. We analyze these in the leptonic sector in detail and show that the tau neutrino magnetic moment is enhanced by several orders of magnitude beyond what one has in the Standard Model. We note in passing that the term mirror has also been used in an entirely different context of mirror worlds [30, 31] where one has mirror matter with their own mirror gauge group. The analysis here has no relationship with those theories.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sec. (2) we present an extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) to include a fourth generation which we assume is a mirror generation and allow for a mixing of this generation with the 3rd generation. Here the interactions in the charged and neutral current sectors are worked out including the supersymmetric interactions involving the mirrors, the chargions and the neutralinos. Further details of mixing and interactions are given in Appendix A.
An analysis of the τ neutrino magnetic moment is given in Sec. (3) . Here contributions arise from exchanges of the leptons from the third generation and from the mirror generation, and also from the exchanges of the sleptons and mirror sleptons. An analysis of the τ -lepton anomalous magnetic moment when mixings with the mirror family are allowed is given in Sec.(4) again including exchanges from the 3rd generation leptons and sleptons and from the mirror leptons and mirror sleptons. A discussion of the constraints on a mirror generation and a quantitative analysis of the sizes is given in Sec. (5) in the framework of an extended supergravity unified model [32] which includes the mirror sector. When compared with the magnetic moment analyses in MSSM with or without CP violation [33, 34, 35] one finds that the tau neutrino magnetic moment can be orders of magnitude larger than in the Standard
Model while the magnetic moment of the tau lies within experimental bounds. A qualitative analysis of the signatures of the mirror generation at the LHC is given in Sec. (6) . Here it is shown that some characteristic signatures arise, such as dominance of τ s in the decay patterns of the mirror leptons which should allow one to discriminate this model from other supersymmetric models. Further, we discuss how one may distinguish a mirror generation from a sequential fourth generation. Here aside from the leptonic signatures, the decay of the heavy Higgs bosons, and the analysis of the forward-backward asymmetry would allow one to discriminate a mirror generation from a sequential fourth generation. Further details of the decay of heavy Higgs to mirror fermions are given in Appendix B. Conclusions are given in Sec. (7).
II. EXTENSION OF MSSM WITH A MIRROR GENERATION
The fourth generation which we assume to be mirror will in general mix with the other three generations. However, as is the case for the first three generations the mixings between the generations get smaller as the ratio of the masses get further apart. Thus, for example, V ub << V us , and we expect a similar phenomenon for mixings involving the fourth (mirror) generation, i.e., we expect V uB << V ub where B is the 4th (mirror) generation bottom quark. As an example, the mixing between the first and the second can be estimated by the Gatto-Sartori-Tonin-Oakes relation [71] V us = m d /m s which gives V us to be about 0.2.
The mixing of the first with the third can be very roughly estimated so that V ub = m d /m b which gives about .03, i.e., a factor about 10 smaller than V us [78] . If we extend this rough estimate to the fourth generation one will have mixing between the first and the fourth as
Assuming similar mixings will hold in the leptonic sector one will have mixings between the first and the fourth as m e /m E = .0016
(for M E =200 GeV) where E is the 4th (mirror) generation lepton. More detailed analyses using error bars on electroweak data show that the constraints on the enlarged CKM matrix are more relaxed [1] (see also Sec.V). Conversely it means that with the current limits on the mixing angles the effects of the 4th generation on the analysis of the electroweak data lie well within the error bars. Here the electroweak parameters which require special attention are the S, T, U variables where larger contributions from the 4th generation are possible, but still the data can be made compatible with a 4th generation. Returning to the mixing of the 4th generation with the first two one can easily check that small mixings of the type discussed above lead to negligible effect of the 4th generation on the phenomenology of the first two generations. For this reason we will make a simplifying assumption of neglecting the mixing effects of the fourth with the first two generations and consider below the mixing of just the third and the fourth. However, the following analysis can be straightforwardly extended to the full four generations by letting the generation index run from 1-4 keeping in mind that the 4th generation is a mirror generation. Thus under
the leptons transform as follows
where the last entry on the right hand side of each ∼ is the value of the hypercharge Y defined so that Q = T 3 + Y . These leptons have V − A interactions. Let us now consider mirror leptons which have V + A interactions. Their quantum numbers are as follows
The analogous relations for the quarks are
and for the mirror quarks
For the Higgs multiplets we have the MSSM Higgs doublets which give
We assume that the mirror generation escapes acquiring mass at the GUT scale and remains light down to the elctroweak scale where the superpotential of the model for the lepton part, may be written in the form
In the above we have assumed mixings between the third generation and the mirror generation. Such mixings can arise via non-renormalizable interactions [16] . Consider, for example,
If Φ 1 and Φ 2 develop VEVs of size 10 9−10 , a mixing term of the right size can be generated.
To get the mass matrices of the leptons and the mirror leptons we replace the superfields in the superpotential by their component scalar fields. The relevant parts in the superpotential that produce the lepton and mirror lepton mass matrices are
The mass terms for the lepton and their mirrors arise from the part of the lagrangian
where ψ and A stand for generic two-component fermion and scalar fields. After spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry, (< H 
Here the mass matrices are not Hermitian and one needs to use bi-unitrary transformations to diagonalize them. Thus we write the linear transformations
The same holds for the neutrino mass matrix
Here τ 1 , τ 2 are the mass eigenstates and we identify the tau lepton with the eigenstate 1,
i.e., τ = τ 1 , and identify τ 2 with a heavy mirror eigenstate with a mass in the hundreds of 
Eq. (13) is an important relation as it constraints the symmetry breaking parameters and this constraint must be taken into account in numerical analyses.
Let us now write the charged current interaction in the leptonic sector for the 3rd generation and for the mirror generation with the W boson.
In the mass diagonal basis the charged current interactions are given by
where g L,R
αβ are defined so that
Next we consider the chargino interactions of the mirror leptons. The interaction terms in two-component notation is
Here T a = τ a /2 where τ a (a=1,2,3) are the Pauli matrices, and for the chargino interaction we use the generators T 1 and T 2 , and W is the part of Eq.(6) given by
Using the above superpotential and the fermions of the mirror generation and the supersymmetric partners of the charged Higgs for ψ and the mirror sleptons and charged Higgs for A, the interaction of the V + A fourth generation with charginos in the two-component notation is given by
where
Now we go from two-spinor to four-spinor by defining the two four-spinors:
By using these two four-spinors, Eq. (19) for the V + A generation interaction is given
Now we use the two-component mass eigen states
By defining the two-component spinors χ
the four-component mass eigen states arẽ
The matrix elements U and V that diagonalize the chargino mass matrix M C are given by
One can use the definitions of P L , P R and the above relations to get the following useful relations
Using these relations and Eq.(21), the interactions of the mirror generation with chargino mass-eigen states is given by
whereχ i c is the charge conjugate ofχ i and where
The interaction of the leptons with the chargino is given by
where 
As in the charged slepton sector here also the terms m , arise from mixing between the physical sector and the mirror sector. Again as in the charged lepton sector we assume that all the masses are of the electroweak size so all the terms enter in the diagonalization.
The above matrix can be diagonalized by the following unitary transformatioñ
The physical tau and neutrino states are τ ≡ τ 1 , ν ≡ ν 1 , and the states τ 2 , ν 2 are heavy states with mostly mirror particle content. The statesτ i ,ν i ; i = 1 − 4 are the slepton and sneutrino states. For the case of no mixing these limit as follows
A further discussion of the scalar mass 2 matrices is given in Appendix A.
In the mass diagonal basis the interactions of the neutrino ν and of the stau which include the mixing effects with the mirrors are given by
Next we look at the neutral current interactions and focus on the charged leptons. Here the Z boson interactions are given by
where x = sin 2 θ W . We write the result in the mass diagonal basis and get
Next we discuss the neutralino interaction. Using the parts of Eq. (17) that produce the interaction of the mirror lepton with the neutralino we have
The part of interest in the superpotential here is
By using the fermions of the mirror generation and the supersymmetric partners of the neutral Higgs for ψ and the mirror sleptons and neutral Higgs for A one gets the following lagrangian for the interactions of the mirror leptons with neutralino in the two component notation
Now we go from two-spinor to four-spinor by defining the four Majorana spinors
The lagrangian in terms of these fields reads
We can write this interaction in the neutralino mass eigen state basisχ 0 j where
In writing Eq. (44) in this basis the following relations are found useful
Using the above the interactions of the mirror lepton E τ with the neutralino mass eigen states is given by
Here
and α E τ j , β E τ j , γ E tauj and δ E τ j are defined so that
and
The above may be compared with the interactions of the τ lepton with neutralinos which are given by
Rotation into the mass diagonal basis of the leptons and sleptons gives the result
Our final result including the mixings of leptons and mirror leptons and the mixings of sleptons and of mirror sleptons are given by Eq. (15) for the W boson interactions, Eq. (36) and Eq. (37) for the chargino interactions and by Eq.(39) for the Z boson interactions, and by Eq.(54) for the neutralino interactions.
III. NEUTRINO MAGNETIC MOMENT
The discovery of neutrino masses from the solar and atmospheric data [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] has very significantly advanced our understanding of the basic nature of these particles.
One outcome of non-vanishing neutrino masses is the possibility that they could possess nonvanishing magnetic and electric dipole moments if the neutrinos are Dirac particles while only transition magnetic moments are allowed if they are Majorana. In this analysis we
The loop contributions to the magnetic dipole moment of neutrinos (ν i ) via exchange of W + boson and via the exchange of leptons and mirror leptons denoted by τ j .
assume the Dirac nature of the neutrinos. In this case the neutrinos will have non-vanishing magnetic and electric dipole moments and such moments could enter in several physical phenomena [42] . One phenomena where the moments may play a role is in the neutrino spin flip processes such as [43] 
From experiment, there already exist limits on both the magnetic and the electric dipole moments of neutrinos. Our focus will be the magnetic moment of the tau neutrino which is affected by the mixing effects from the mirror leptons. (For previous work on neutrino magnetic moment with mirror effects in a different context see [20] ) The current limits on the magnetic moment of the τ neutrino is [44] 
where µ B = (e/2m e ) is the Bohr magneton. The magnetic moment of the neutrino arises in the Standard Model at one loop via the exchange of the W boson assuming one extends the Standard Model to include a right handed neutrino (see Fig.(1) ), and in the supersymmetric models there are additional contributions arising from the chargino exchange contributions (see Fig.(2) ).
Neutrino masses for the first three generations are very small, i.e., from WMAP data one has i |m ν i | ≤ (.7−1) eV [73] . If the neurtinos are Dirac one would need to explain, how such tiny Dirac masses are generated which would typically require fine tunings of O(10 −10 ) or more. However, unlike the Majorana neutrino case for which there is a standard mechanism for the generation of small neutrino masses, i.e., see-saw, there is no standard mechanism for the generation of small Dirac neutrino masses. Indeed this topic continues to a subject of ongoing research and several recent works can be found in [74, 75] . Here, we do not go into details on this topic which would take us far afield. Thus in this work we do not make any attempt to deduce the smallness of the neutrino masses but rather assume this is the case. With this assumption we discuss below the tau neutrino magnetic moment in the extended MSSM with mirrors for the case when there is mixing with the mirror leptons.
The contributions to be discussed arise from loops containing (1) to the magnetic moment of the τ neutrino in µ B units to be
where the form factor functions G 1 (r) and G 2 (r) are given by
As noted already Eq.(57) includes the contributions from the tau and from the mirror lepton.
We parametrize the mixing between τ and E τ by the angle θ, where
where we take )µ B and agrees with the previous analyses given in the Standard Model [76, 77] . We note that the underlying assumptions of [76, 77] regarding a small Dirac mass is identical to ours except that our analysis is more general in that it includes both supersymmetry and mirror contributions.
Next we compute the supersymmetric contributions to the ν τ magnetic moment which include the chargino, the slepton and the mirror slepton contributions which can be calculated using Eq. (36) . The result in µ B units is
The numerical sizes of the neutrino moments µ
ν and µ
ν will be discussed in Sec.(5).
IV. τ ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT
An evaluation of the anomalous magnetic moment in the standard model gives a 
where h 2 (r) = 6r
Using Eq.(39), one can write the contribution from the Z boson loop
where x is as defined by Eq.(38) and
Next using Eq.(37), one can write the contribution from the chargino, scalar neutrino and scalar mirror neutrino as
Further, using Eq. (54), one can write the contribution from the neutralino, scalar lepton and scalar mirror lepton as
The numerical sizes of ∆ (1) a τ − ∆ (4) a τ are discussed in in the next section.
V. CONSTRAINTS AND SIZE ESTIMATES
There are severe phenomenological constraints on extra matter beyond the Standard
Model. These constraints can be listed as follows: (1) 
Using the above one finds that ∆S contribution from the mirror generation is the same as for the 4th sequential generation [51] . Without going into further details, we assume that fits to the electroweak data similar to those for the sequential fourth generation can be carried out for the case of the mirror generation.
Beyond the constraints on a new generation discussed above a mirror generation encounters two more issues. The first concerns avoidance of the survival hypothesis [12] , i.e., a mirror generation and an ordinary generation can combine to get super heavy masses of GUT size or string scale size. However, it is well known that some of the mirror generations do escape gaining super heavy masses and remain light up to the electroweak scale [15, 16] .
We assume in this analysis that this indeed is the case for one mirror generation. The second issue concerns the mixing of the mirror generation with the ordinary generations. In this work we assume that the mixing primarily occurs with the third generation. In this circumstance the third generation will develop a small V + A structure in addition to the expected V − A structure. Indeed such a V + A component for some of the third generation particles has been looked at for some time [52, 53] . We here point out that the current data regarding The mixings between the third generation and the mirrors can affect among other things the magnetic moments. This is specifically true for the magnetic moment of the τ neutrino which we discuss next. In this case there will be two contributions, one from the non-susy sector (see Fig.(1) ) and the other from the SUSY sector (see Fig.(2) ). Similar contributions also arise for the anomalous magnetic moment of the τ . An analysis of these moments is given in Table 1 . Here we exhibit numerical sizes of the different contributions to the tau neutrino magnetic moments, i.e., µ
ν and µ 
VI. LHC SIGNATURES OF THE MIRROR SECTOR
Before discussing the LHC signatures of the mirror sector it is useful to list the new particles that arise in the model beyond those that appear in MSSM. In the fermionic sector the new particles are
where all fields including N are Dirac. In the bosonic sector the new particles in the mass diagonal states areB
We note the appearance of three sneutrino states in Eq. (76) . This is so because, we started out with two extra chiral singlets, one in the MSSM sector and another in the mirror generation. Along with the two chiral neutrino states that arise from the doublets they produce four sneutrino states, one of which is in the MSSM sector and the other three are listed in Eq.(76).
In the extended MSSM with mirrors, the mirror fermions and their supersymmetric partners, the mirror sfermions, could produce interesting signatures at the LHC and at the ILC.
Thus, for example, if the mirror generation mixes only with the third generation one will have decays of the following type (if
This signal is unique in the sense that there is always at least one τ . Specifically, there is no corresponding signal where one has all three leptons of the first generation, or of the second generation or a mixture there of. These signatures are uniquely different from the leptonic signatures in MSSM, for example, from those arising from the decay of an off -shell
,with a W * decaying into a chargino and the second lightest neutralino. Here all leptonic generations appear in all final states. Another interesting signature is the Drell-Yan process
where l 1 , l 2 = e, µ. Additionally, of course, there can be events with taus, leptons and jets.
In each case one has two opposite sign taus. Similarly one can have pp → Z * → NN production. One can also have the production of mirrors via W * exchange, i.e., via the process
Again the leptonic events always have a τ with no events of the type l 1 l 2l2 . Similarly decay chains exist with other mass hierachies, e.g., when N is lighter than E. Additionally for the supersymmetric sector of mirMSSM one has production and decays ofẼ 1,2 andν i (i=1,2,3).
For example, for the case, whenν i are heavier thanẼ k one has decays
with subsequent decays of E − ,Ẽ − k etc. Thus one has processes of the type
Combined with the decays of theẼ +Ẽ− one can get signatures with τ s+leptons+jets+E miss T
with as many 8 leptons, where all the leptons could be τ s. Another important signature is the radiative decay [58] of N where
This decay occurs via the transition electric and magnetic moments. The lifetime for the decay is very short and once N is produced it will decay inside the detector. The signal will consist of a very energetic photon with energy in the 100 GeV range. Thus if kinematically allowed h 0 , A 0 will have decays of the following typess
Once a new generation is seen, a study of their production and decay can reveal if they are a sequential generation or a mirror generation. Let us consider the sequential fourth generation first with the superpotential
which relate the Yukawas with the fermion masses for the 4th generation so that
For the mirror generation we have
and the relation among the Yukawas and the mirror fermions masses are
The 
The neutral Higgs couplings of h 0 , H 0 and of the CP odd Higgs boson A 0 with the sequential 4th generation in the Lagrangian takes the form
while for the mirror generation it takes the form as
Using the vertices in Eq.(89) we find
is a phase space factor defined by P
(see Appendix B). Similarly if the heavy Higgs can decay into the mirror quarks (m H 0 > 2m Q , Q = B, T ) one has
where we have neglected the loop effects. Thus with a knowledge of the parameters of the Higgs sector, i.e., α and β one has a way of differentiating a mirror generation from a sequential fourth generation. Even a more dramatic differentiation arises from the branching ratios involving the decay of the CP odd Higgs. Here one finds
while a similar ratio for the decay into the mirror quarks gives (see Appendix B)
where again we have neglected possible loop effects. The above implies that for tan β ≥ 2, A 0 will dominantly decay into d 4d4 for the sequential fourth generation case, while it will decay dominantly into TT for a mirror generation. Another important way to discriminate between a sequential generation and a mirror generation is to look at the forward backward asymmetry. Thus for the process ff → f f one may define, the forward-backward asymme-
dz(dσ/dz)). This asymmetry is sensitive to the V + A vs V − A structure of the f fermion interaction and a measurement of it can help discriminate between a sequential generation and a mirror generation. In the above we have given a broad outline of the ways in which one might distinguish a mirror generation from a sequential fourth generation. There are many other possible chains for decay of the mirrors and mirror sparticles depending on their mass patterns. Further, more detailed analyses of signatures for the model with mirrors based on detector simulations would be useful along the line of the analysis of signatures for sugra models [32] and for string models (For, a sample of recent works see [59, 60, 61, 62, 63] If a mirror generation exists, it has important implications for string model building.
(For some recent work in D brane and string model building see [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69] ).
Typically in string model building one puts in the constraints that the difference between the number of generations n f and the mirror generations n mf (with n f > n mf ) equal three. This assumes that the n mf number of generations and mirror generations follow the survival hypothesis [12] and become superheavy. However, in unified models there are many instances where mirror generations may remain massless up to the electroweak scale. This opens a new direction for model building. Suppose, then, that one imposes only the constraint n f − n mf = 2 along with the condition that one mirror generation remains massless down to the electroweak scale. In this case we will have three ordinary generations and one mirror generation all light at the electroweak scale, i.e., the extended MSSM model with mirrors.
If the scenario outlined above holds, the string model building may need a revision in that the constraint of three massless generations will be relaxed. Specifically, for example, in KacMoody level 2 heterotic string constructions one has problems getting 3 massless generations (see,e.g., [70] ). On the other hand, if 3 ordinary generations and one mirror generations are massless, the rules of construction for string models change and one may need to take a fresh look at model building in string theory. Of course, the light mirror particles even if they exist need not necessarily fall into a full generation. Thus while a full generation is the simplest possibility for the cancellation of anomalies, it may happen that such cancellations may involve some exotic mirrors. This would make model building even more challenging. Many open question remain for further study the most important of which is a detailed dynamical model for the mixings of ordinary and mirror particles below the grand unification scale. In the analysis given in this work we assumed a phenomenological approach where we introduce mixings between the two sectors. However, a concrete mechanism is desirable to achieve a more complete understanding of the mixings of the ordinary matter and mirror matter.
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VIII. APPENDIX A: FURTHER DETAILS OF MIXINGS AND INTERACTIONS
In this section we give more explicit forms for the interactions including mixing with mirrors. We first discuss the non-supersymmetric sector where the contributions arise from the W and Z exchanges. By parametrizing the mixing between τ and E τ by the angle θ, and 
where τ 1 , τ 2 are the mass eigen states for the charged leptons, with τ 1 identified as the physical tau state, and ν 1 , ν 2 are the mass eigen states for the neutrino with ν 1 identified as the observed neutrino. We note that Eq.(96) conicides with Eq.(1) of [21] except for the typo in the middle sign of their third line.
In the supersymmetric sector, the mass terms of the scalar leptons and scalar mirror leptons arise from the F-term, the D-term and the soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the scalar potential. For example, the mixing terms betweenτ L andτ R can arise from the µ term in the superpotenital and from the trilinear coupling term of the soft breaking potential V sof t . This gives us the terms M Eτ − µ * cot β). In the general parameter space of MSSM one can fix these mixings to be zero by a proper choice of the parameters µ, A τ and A Eτ . The other elements of the scalar mass 2 matrix can also be easily worked out. As an example, the F-term produces a part of the mixing betweenτ R andẼ τ R as follows
Here A i is the scalarẼ τ L and
which gives 
using the interactions of Eq.(90). For the decay of H 0 into charged mirrors we have
These may be compared with the decays of H 0 into a 4-th sequential generation which are 
